SUSIE BRIGHT PRESENTS:
THREE KINDS OF ASKING FOR IT

Erotic Novellas by Eric Albert, Greta Christina, and Jill Soloway

"Who needs a beach for this summer treat? Bright's imprimatur
guarantees heat sufficient to melt an ice floe. As her editorial picks
generally do, these novellas deliver not just heat but laughter,
poignancy and even the occasional deep thought.”
--Publisher's Weekly
"Indefatigable pop sexologist Bright has corralled three varied
contributions in a sequel to Three the Hard Way (2004) that could
mark a new annual series...shows you how far erotic fiction has come
since Bright first hung out her editorial shingle."
--Kirkus Reviews
“This is not a good book, or even a great book, but rather is an excellent
book. The writers here have managed the near-impossible by presenting
stories that are not just touching, amusing, amazing, evocative or
poignant but also powerfully erotic. I cannot recommend it too highly!”
--M. Christian, author of Dirty Words, The Bachelor Machine

“Three Kinds if Asking For It is the perfect book for intellectual sex
freaks. Each are different, all are sexual. Even the ones I thought were
disgusting aroused me wildly. One of my favorite writers, Jill Soloway,
doesn’t disappoint. Her novella, “Jodi K.,” is subtle and real and true to a
female teenager’s psyche and sexual curiosity...”
--Sarah Silverman, comedian, screenwriter, Saturday Night Live!
“These inventive stories prove once and for all that great storytelling can
be the engine of sexiness. Clever, revealing and surprising.”
--Charlie Anders, author, Choir Boy
“I love Jill Soloway’s work. “Jodi K.” is a deeply felt and funny account of a
young girl’s burgeoning sexuality…The result is intense, unjudgmental,
hilarious and wise.”
--Alan Ball, creator, Six Feet Under,

“Who is this Jill Soloway and where did she come from? She is funny,
touching, -- and she created a brilliant novella that is completely hot! Fall
in love with her!”
--Francesca Lia Block, Necklace of Kisses, Nymph, & Weetzie Bat Books
“Sex is messy, enchanting, perverse and wondrous— so is this collection.
I dare you not to cringe in places, and I double-dare you not to be
aroused.”
--Phil “Satyrblade” Brucato, writer, NewWitch magazine, Cult of Ecstasy
“In Three Kinds of Asking For It, Susie Bright captures us in a trio of
wickedly witty, tightly woven webs of erotic request. When released, the
reader is sure to ask— for more.”
--Kathleen E. Morris, author, Speaking In Whispers, Lesbian AfricanAmerican Erotica,
founder, The Erotic Pen Writing Workshops
“Three hip stories that one might refer to as "neo-erotica."
--KRK Ryden, artist/musician
“A smart and delicious trio of erotic novellas— a must-read in bed with
towel near by. I've been a long-time fan of Greta Christina's writing, and
here she is at her very best— and in excellent company. I was inspired,
and perspired.”
--Annie Sprinkle, PhD., author, Dr. Sprinkle's Spectacular Sex-Make Over
Your Love Life, and Annie Sprinkle: Post-Porn Modernist
“Explicit, unapologetic, and just plain hot as your basic sleazy storefront
porn, with writing as deft, hip, breezy, funny and original as the latest
issue of McSweeney's. There's a fearlessness that goes way beyond
ordinary porn, that — like the central character in Greta Christina's
“Bending”— is unafraid to ask what goes on beyond the obvious, beyond
the commonplace.”
--J. Raoul Brody, composer, and founding member of
Those Darn Accordions! and The STUPEDS
“Eric, Greta, and Jill have crafted a delicious treat with delectable
characters.”
--Kim Airs, Proprietrix, Grand Opening! Sexuality Boutique
“Excess is propelled by the urge for transcendence. Three Kinds of Asking
For It, is an investigation of this principle by three different writers who
follow their bliss.”
--Eileen V. Geoghegan, author, Quake, a Memoir of the Life

“’Bending” is amazing. Kept me from sleeping. Truly brilliant.”
--Cleo Dubois, Cleo Dubois Academy of S/M Arts
“In "Charmed I'm Sure," a dash of magic helps fantasy meet reality, but
our hero gets much more than he bargained for. This story is a wild ride,
intensely erotic and playful. I couldn't wait to see what happened next.
"Bending" is a fascinating journey deep into one woman's very particular
kink— and out the other side. It got me off and made me think.
That's all we can ever ask of sex writing.”
--Jennifer Hunter, author, Rites of Pleasure: Sexuality in Wicca and
NeoPaganism
“Be careful what you wish for! In these stories, the monkey’s paw
definitely gets its fingers burned. There’s food here for your mind and
your body, literary and pornographic. I know I’ll find myself thinking
much more about these stories as soon as I get through buzzing off.
Good reading, and guaranteed intelligent fun.”
--Dossie Easton, co-author, The Ethical Slut and Radical Ecstasy
“Everything you wished for and more; a delightful menage a trois. Albert,
Christina, and Soloway position themselves in the forefront of
contemporary erotica— and every other which way as well. Hot and
licking good fun!”
--Lawrence Paros, author, Bawdy Language: Everything You Always
Wanted To Do But Were Afraid to Say

